For this assignment you will devise an algorithm to carry out a fairly simple task. You will turn in a detailed, precise statement of the algorithm similar to those presented in class this week. Your solution should use the logical control structures (while, if..then(..else), etc) and corresponding notation that are described in Appendix 2 to the course notes and illustrated in the example on Making Change in Appendix 3. Your solution should certainly be no more than one page in length. Be careful not to make any assumptions other than those given below, and to present your solution in a clear, concise form. Turn in your typed solution on a single sheet of paper; be sure to include your name. Papers are due at my office no later than 5:00 pm on Wednesday September 3.

The Problem:
Assume you have three bowls, called Bowl 1, Bowl 2 and Bowl 3. Initially, Bowl 1 contains a mixture of three kinds of nuts: cashews, peanuts and walnuts. (At least ten nuts of each kind are present.) You detest peanuts and walnuts, but you love cashews. You must devise an algorithm for eating precisely 10 cashews. Your algorithm must satisfy the following criteria:

• the user will eat exactly 10 cashews, and eat no other kind of nut;
• all the uneaten nuts must be in Bowl 1 when the process terminates;
• the process must be guaranteed to terminate in finite time.

You are allowed to perform only the following actions and must use the specified (functional) notation in your solution:

• pick up a (random) nut (from Bowl 1): GetNut()
• eat the nut you are holding: EatNut()
• place the nut you are holding in Bowl N: PutNut(N)
  (where N is 1, 2 or 3)
• pour all the nuts in Bowl M into Bowl N: PourNuts(M, N)
  (where M and N are 1, 2 or 3 and not equal)

You also can tell whether a bowl is empty and what kind of nut you are holding:

• check if Bowl N is empty: IsEmpty(N)
  (equals false if Bowl N is not empty and true if Bowl N is empty)
• check the type of nut you are holding: IsPeanut(), IsCashew(), IsWalnut()
  (equals false if nut is not of the specified type and true if nut is of specified type)

You are allowed to hold only one nut at a time
Solution for Homework 1

Pseudocode:

```plaintext
NumCashewsEaten = 0         // set counter to 0; no cashews eaten yet

while ( NumCashewsEaten < 10 ) do         // no need to test if Bowl 1 is empty
    GetNut( )         // pick up a nut
    if ( IsCashew( ) ) then         // see if it's a cashew
        EatNut( )         // if yes, eat it
        NumCashewsEaten++  // and record it
    else
        PutNut( 2 )         // if not, put it in a different bowl
    endif
endwhile

PourNuts(2, 1)         // put all those non-cashews back into Bowl 1
```

Comments:

- If you pick up a non-cashew, you must put it into a different bowl (than Bowl 1); otherwise there's no guarantee you'll ever finish, since you could pick up the same nut over and over.
- IsCashew( ) doesn't get a nut; it just tells you whether the nut you're holding is a cashew.
- Whether Bowls 2 and 3 were initially empty was unspecified. However, when the question was raised in class, I said it was OK to assume so.
- You don't have to test to see if Bowl 1 becomes empty, because it was specified that there were initially at least 10 cashews. That makes it impossible to empty Bowl 1 before you've eaten 10 cashews.
- GetNut( ) selects a random nut — you cannot specify the type of nut to be picked.
- GetNut( ) can be used only to remove a random nut from Bowl 1, not from either of the other bowls.